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Preface by Executive Director Grace Gallucci

Over the last year and a half leading up to the release of this long-range plan (LRP),
eNEO2050, NOACA has frequently asked itself the question: What does it mean to be a
region? As we developed this plan, which moves us forward through nearly 3 decades to the
horizon year of 2050, NOACA has concluded that the region is not a sum of each of its
jurisdictions, and the LRP is not a list of each’s preferred transportation projects. It is definitely
something more. As we discussed and prepared this plan, we focused on this point: the LRP
must not be transactional, but rather strategic. We cannot lose sight of the region as a whole;
we must take a unified view towards a shared successful future.
At the end of the day, each resident in this region crosses municipal and even county
boundaries on an almost daily basis. Jobs are dispersed throughout the region and some are
clustered in job hubs. Residents venture out on our road and transit systems and use our bike
and pedestrian networks each day to get to work, shopping, schools, hospitals, as well as to
visit our wonderful cultural, natural, and sporting assets. As a regional organization, we are
entrusted to ensure that limited tax dollars are wisely spent to maintain, enhance and, if
necessary, expand the road and transit system to accommodate future regional population
growth and the resulting travel demands. To rise to this challenge, and to avoid tax increases
for residents of the NOACA-region, eNEO 2050 was coordinated as a vision for an affordable
highway and transit system that supports an equitable Northeast Ohio.
A regional view of the transportation system inevitably includes conflicting views on funding
priorities among counties and municipalities. As a regional agency, NOACA collaborates and
builds consensus. With fiscal constraints that our stable legacy region currently faces, it is
important that we can ensure the optimal use of limited tax dollars. This means that some
projects, such as maintenance and enhancement of the existing system, are prioritized over
expansion projects. This is not to say that expansion is entirely moot, but it must be linked
directly to the growth of population and the economy. Essentially, it must be justified to where
its benefits outweigh its costs. For a mature region, reinvesting into existing systems is the
first step toward a reinvigorated economy. Thus, this principle is a prudent and equitable
component of the transportation platform. As transportation is intimately linked to land use,
investments in existing infrastructure from the public sector may leverage those from the
private sector. This means that if we come together as a region to work collectively on
ensuring an efficient and effective transportation system that serves ALL people, it will not
only support, but drive the vision to regional vibrancy and prosperity. Reinvesting in Greater
Cleveland will chart a path forward to a thriving mature region that more than 2 million people
call home. Reinvesting through the LRP means reinvesting in Northeast Ohio and investing
in EQUITY.
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Introduction

Over the past 50-years, NOACA has brought together counties and municipalities in the
region to discuss issues of regional significance such as transportation, water, and air quality.
In the early days, there was even more in NOACA’s portfolio of responsibilities. To fulfil its
federal role as Metropolitan Planning Organizations, NOACA’s 45-member board represents
the counties of Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lorain, Lake, and Medina as well as the City of Cleveland
and many municipalities. Every four years, as directed by federal law, NOACA focusses on
preparing a long-range plan to envision the future of the regional transportation network.
Transportation investments and the physical location and type of transportation infrastructure
have a profound potential to affect the region’s quality of life and future. It is more critical than
ever, given the region’s longstanding static population, to plan and develop such projects
strategically to leverage public dollars to best reignite growth and the economic
competitiveness of the region. This draft planning document assesses how the transportation
networks can best support the current development patterns of the region by working with
four future scenarios. Of the four scenarios, a preferred scenario is advanced as a vision for
an Equitable Northeast Ohio. NOACA is extremely pleased to present this draft version of
“eNEO 2050 – Reinvest in Northeast Ohio. Invest in Equity.” to the public.

Equity as a guiding principle

eNEO2050 builds upon the foundation of previous planning efforts led by NOACA, yet
incorporates a much more comprehensive focus on equity and a more careful examination of the
relationships between transportation and other facets of a resilient region, such as land use,
economic development, environmental quality, climate, and health. eNEO2050 also adopts
scenario planning and performance measures and targets as part of its future outlook, which was
not part included in previous NOACA long-range plans. Equity means freedom from bias or
favoritism (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). In that sense, equity applies to many questions of
envisioning a future transportation system for a mature region: Equity applies to issues of job
access for minority and low-income populations, to questions over modes of transportation, and
issues of the geographic distribution of investments. Taking a more comprehensive perspective
focused on the origin and destination of trips within the region enables us to consider how the
region’s transportation investments can support equity across the region.

Process

Another element of equity is to ensure that during the public engagement process, all
stakeholders and especially vulnerable populations are involved to shape decisions. Besides the
general public, NOACA included underrepresented groups, elected officials and staffers at all
levels of government, freight and business interests as well as organizations that represent public
transportation employees. Stakeholders and the public have multiple opportunities to review planrelated information starting with the discovery of issues, followed by a review of multiple
alternatives and the draft preliminary plan (Figure 2). NOACA now presents the final draft of eNEO
2050 for public review and invites written feedback. eNEO 2050 examines multiple future
investment scenarios informed by a comprehensive planning perspective on transportation
issues. From the investment scenario, NOACA developed the constrained and funded eNEO
2050 vision with recommendations to access future funding to build a visionary transportation
system. eNEO2050 is a bold step forward for Northeast Ohio to address decades of structural
bias in the region’s systems so that all stakeholders have the opportunity for a more vibrant future.
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Figure 1: NOACA region

Figure 2. eNEO2050 phases to gather public input
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1. Current conditions: A mature region with a thriving
economy
A mature region

NOACA’s 46-member board represents over 2 million residents living and commuting in the 5county region. The five counties in the NOACA region are diverse and range from fully urbanized
Cuyahoga County, with 1.2 million residents, to rural Geauga County with 93,000 residents
(Figure 3). Besides Cuyahoga County, the region has three other urbanized counties (Lake,
Lorain, and Medina) which all have a mix of small- to mid-size urban areas and large rural spaces.
In the 2010 census, all three counties were classified as urbanized because their urban
populations exceed their rural populations. Overall, the 2 million residents in the 5-county region
travel between destinations in 61 cities, 45 villages, 58 townships within an area that covers 2,000
square miles.
A factor in transportation investment decisions, is the population growth of the region as many
federal and state dollars are allocated to Metropolitan Planning Organizations, or its member
communities, based on regional population in the urbanized area. The State of Ohio predicts for
our region a continued stagnant population growth which continues a pattern observable for
several decades (Figure 3 and 4). While our regional population has peaked at about 2.1 million
residents, the past decades have seen intraregional population migration. While some cities and
counties have been losing populations, others have been gaining population at a modest rate.
Between 1990 and 2018, the collar counties gained a combined amount of 123,044 residents
while Cuyahoga County lost 168,283 residents. While the population growth was significant from
a county perspective, as a region we remained stagnant which has implications for the regional
transportation system. This places the region in an awkward position: The roadway system was
initially designed for a much larger centralized population, with the ability to easily absorb an
additional million people region wide. Without the additional million people, maintaining and
enhancing the existing 10,978 miles of interstate, arterial and local roads is quiet costly for tax
payers across the region.

A thriving economy

Leaders on the NOACA board have recognized the need to ensure prosperity and growth for
everyone in the region to enable a growth of the region at large. Working together to excel as a
region may enable us to reclaim our national leadership and economic status. Over 100
organizations are dedicated in the region to ensuring business expansion, attraction and
retention, including universities, incubators, workforce development boards, site selectors, land
banks, chambers of commerce, as well as departments of economic development and planning.
Bringing these leaders together for a joint Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) will be one element of enabling a thriving economy in our mature region. Besides a
magnificent business environment, the region has many assets to offer to businesses and people
including roads, waterways, rail network, ports and airports. eNEO 2050 charts a course for
investing in those infrastructures for an equitable Northeast Ohio with thriving communities in the
urbanized and rural areas.
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Figure 3: Regional population 1990 to 2018
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Figure 4: Projected regional population 2020 to 2050
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2. Transportation in the context of comprehensive planning
Why we are taking a comprehensive planning perspective

Transportation connects people from their homes to jobs and other destinations across the region.
Taking a comprehensive planning perspective ensures that the infrastructure investments are
responsive to the transportation demands generated across the region by land use and other
decisions. The region is shaped by decisions across many levels and sectors of government, all
working to improve the quality of life of residents in the region. NOACA is responsive with its
infrastructure investments to the priorities of other actors, public and private, in the region to
ensure a coordinated path forward that benefits the region at large. Many decisions across the
region impact the quality of life experienced by the current and future population. Where and how
development occurs impacts the functionality of the current transportation system, and
investments in the transportation system can spur development. As development and
transportation systems are intimately intertwined, a comprehensive planning perspective allows
to balance the interests at the local, county, regional and state level for the overall improvement
of quality of life for residents in the region. Therefore, Chapters 5 through 8 dive into a myriad of
detail to explore the connection between transportation and the economy, housing, the
environment, and land uses. The section highlights a few of the key points that informed NOACAs
considerations of priorities for infrastructure investments.

2.1 Efficient land use to move people and goods efficiently
Transportation provides access to developed land (housing, retail, industry and office) as well as
to undeveloped land (agricultural, resource and recreational lands). As a region, we are fortunate
to have a diversity in land uses that ensures our food security (agricultural land), provides beautiful
recreational activities (parks), and enables a thriving economy (industry and office).

Land use dynamics in the region

Local government needs and priorities drive land-use decisions in Northeast Ohio. The local
governments across the region are entrusted with determining the best and highest use of land
within their jurisdictions. The challenge is ensuring an appropriate balance to serve diverse and
sometimes competing interests, especially when viewed through a regional lens. A regional
perspective reveals how land cover and development patterns change over time. The population
of the entire NOACA region has slowly declined during the past 50 years (see Chapter 1), yet
simultaneously spread outward over a much larger footprint (see Chapter 7). This pattern is
inefficient and expensive, and strains both growing and declining areas because of simultaneous
demands for new infrastructure and services in growing areas and expensive maintenance of
existing infrastructure and services in declining areas. Moreover, many urban areas and older
communities that have suffered disproportionate losses in population increasingly experience
concentrations of low-income and minority residents. These are too often the redlined
neighborhoods of the past (see Chapter 6), which have now become the Environmental Justice
areas of today (see Chapter 1). The remaining population in declining areas must shoulder the
increased burden to maintain (i.e., finance) the underutilized infrastructure of an aging community.
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Financial implications of land use dynamics

As an investor and planner for the transportation system, NOACA has diligently supported the
land use decisions of local governments with transportation investments over the past decades.
For instance between 2001 and 2016, land use and transportation decisions across the region
have played a role in converting nearly 65 square miles (almost the size of the City of Cleveland)
from forest and farms to developed areas and grassland. Over the past 40 years, the region has
build 25-30 % of new infrastructure without new people. As an investor in the transportation
network, NOACA is starting to see the financial implications of having to maintain our regions
legacy assets without an increase in population. The stagnant population growth means that fewer
people are paying for more infrastructure across the region. Land use decisions are and always
will be local decisions but a broader regional strategy for our legacy assets is desperately needed
from a transportation perspective.
As a region, we are facing a large financial burden being responsible for maintaining a road
system, as well as water and sewer infrastructure that was build to accommodate an additional
one million people. Transportation serves to connect residents from their homes to services and
jobs. As a mature region, Northeast Ohio has built a road system that can serve nearly an
additional one million people. Maintaining this system with 2 rather than 3 million people is rather
costly to the individual and communities. To address this dilemma, the region needs to start
attracting talent. Other regions that are currently growing, have diversified their land use and
housing stock in rapid transit-accessible neighborhoods to accommodate millennial tastes and
transitioning lifestyles.

Reinvestment as a regional strategy for growth

A collective strategy for growth means to leverage each communities existing infrastructure
assets and to ensure that we can thrive as a diverse region. eNEO 2050 presents an opportunity
for the region to not just upgrade the legacy assets but rather to enhance and reinvest into
infrastructures that strengthens our regional economies and advances each communities and
counties prospects of thriving in the future. NOACA is a strong proponent of sustainable reuse of
our existing infrastructure. NOACA considers the industrial legacy of the region as challenge and
opportunity. As we preserve the past generations legacy assets that we inherited, we will get to a
point where we create the legacy assets for the next generation.
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2.2 Enable the economy to grow the region
Transportation drives the economy. Literally and figuratively.

The Great Lakes region spurred the industrial revolution and drove the growth and development
of the industrial Midwest. The direct access to Lake Erie has shaped the regions economy since
its initial settlement in the 18th century. Lake Erie and its major tributaries provided easy access
to the most viable transportation option at the time. Besides canals, railroads connected the region
overland to the East Coast and eventually the southern and western United States. The advent
of the automobile by the turn of the 20th century brought both local and federal roads. This robust
infrastructure system enabled rapid growth, primarily in manufacturing. Key industries at the time
not only took advantage of these modes of transportation, but also facilitated their expansion: iron
and steel, shipbuilding, automobile, electrical equipment and light, and telegraph were the
predominant employers.
These industries attracted workers from around the country and from overseas. 1 By 1910,
Cleveland’s population had grown to make the city the fifth largest in the United States. 2
Neighboring cities, such as Lorain and Elyria, also enjoyed robust growth in the shipbuilding, steel,
and auto industries. Regional growth continued after World War I, predominantly from migrants
who moved from Appalachia and Eastern Europe, as well as a significant number of African
Americans from the South (e.g., The First Wave of the Great Migration). 3 After World War II, the
expansion of the interstate and highway system increased the regions capacity to move people
and goods and shifted the region towards more polycentric development patterns.
Todays polycentric structure is characterized by multiple regional job hubs, the biggest being
Downtown Cleveland that are in close proximity to the interstate system (Figure 5). Together, the
job hubs shown in Figure 5 account for 30 percent of the employment in the region. Workers
commute to these regional job hubs (major, legacy and minor) from various distances: short,
medium, long distance. In addition to regional job hubs there are also many sub-regional (county)
and local job hubs which are not shown here. The polycentric structure has implications for the
movements of goods and employees/ workers in the region. Between these hubs, people and
goods move on our regional transportation system.

Northeast Ohio Sustainable Communities Consortium (NEOSCC), Vibrant NEO 2040: A Vision, Framework, and
Action Products for Our Future (Cleveland: NEOSCC, 2014), 16-17; https://vibrantneo.org/vibrantneo-2040/vneo-2040full-report/ (accessed February 15, 2021).
2 Case Western Reserve University, Encyclopedia of Cleveland History; https://case.edu/ech/timeline (accessed
February 15, 2021).
3 NEOSCC, Vibrant NEO 2040, 16-17.
1
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Figure 5: Regional job hubs
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Moving freight in Northeast Ohio

The investments in waterways, roadways and rail infrastructure over the past centuries have
enabled a robust freight network that has significantly grown and still supports the regional
economy. Greater Cleveland offers easy access to all forms of freight movement, making shipping
efficient and inexpensive. 4 Over 300 million tons of goods were shipped into, out of, and through
the region in 2015 leveraging the expansive interstate system: Two major north-south interstates
and one east-west Interstate, with a second east-west route just twenty minutes away. These
interstates as well as main arterials experience some of the lowest congestion levels in the
country, helping businesses reliably plan goods movement and keep costs down.
Furthermore, Cleveland Hopkins International Airport offers cargo service to all major metros for
time-sensitive shipping. The Port of Cleveland provides the only direct, scheduled containerized
shipping service to Europe from the Great Lakes. This route helps businesses reduce the costs
of driving and avoid the regular congestion at east coast ports. CSX and Norfolk Southern both
have railyards within 20 minutes of Downtown. The NOACA Multimodal Regional Freight Plan
addresses freight in a more detailed basis. The current freight network extends beyond interstates
to include many arterials and other key roads. Interstates are critical for cross-country movement
of goods, which helps businesses that import or export goods over long distances. A robust freight
system enables economic development because it can lay the groundwork for new or existing
businesses to grow.
Figure 6. NOACA freight network

4

Freight Network Map
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Workforce accessibility and mobility

Northeast Ohio enjoys a robust road network with some of the shortest commute times in the
U.S. 5 Northeast Ohioans spend by far the fewest annual peak hours wasted in congestion. The
morning and evening “rush hours” in the 5-county region lasts only 1.5 hours. During peak hours,
the average driver is delayed only three to four minutes longer than a typical commute. While
Northeast Ohio’s roadway system serves drivers well, 10% of households in our region do not
have access to a car. 6 Given the polycentric development patterns of the region, this significantly
limits their ability to participate in the workforce and economy. Most of the transit system is geared
towards accessing Downtown Cleveland, University Circle and somewhat the Airport Aerozone.
However, Figure 7, shows that the transit accessibility to some of the other job hubs such as
Solon is less than optimal, particularly for manufacturing workers.

Figure 7: Transit accessibility for all workers from home TAZ to Solon job hub

Highway Connectivity – 90 Minute Drive Time Map
U.S. Census Bureau, “2019 American Community Survey, 1-year, Selected Housing Characteristics, Table DP04”;
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=DP04&g=0100000US_0400000US39_1600000US3916000_310M100US181
40_310M300US17460_310M500US17140&tid=ACSDP1Y2019.DP04&hidePreview=false (accessed February 15,
2021).
5

6 [1]
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In Northeast Ohio, a transit trip takes twice the time of an automobile trip while in regions well
served by transit it’s usually the opposite. A high transit travel time is a critical factor in choosing
private vehicle mode for daily work trips (Table 1). The implications of this analysis are farreaching. Particularly minority and low-income households are more dependent on the transit
system to access jobs. Since equity is a central issue for eNEO2050, NOACA particularly studied
the transit access from designated Environmental Justice Areas (Figure 8) to major job hubs.
Environmental Justice Areas are defined by substantial low-income or minority populations.
Transit accessibility and travel time are critical for some of the population living in EJ areas to
participate in the economy. If commuting by transit, the majority of EJ area workers currently
spends more than an hour traveling from home to reach their employment location during the AM
peak period. In that sense, NOACA’s goal to “build a sustainable, multimodal transportation
system” directly links to NOACA’s goal to “support economic development.”

Table 1: Regional statistical values of morning work commute times by auto and transit

Origin
Auto & Transit Work Commute
Times During 2020 AM Peak
Period

Major Job Hub

Destination

Region
Morning Work
Commute Time by
Transit (Minutes)

Morning Work
Commute Time by
Auto (Minutes)

Min

Average

Max

Min

Average

Max

Cleveland
Downtown

17

76

249

3.1

38

102

University Circle

17

71

271

2.6

42

107

Solon

35

106

236

3.5

42

92

Chagrin
Highlands

26

97

294

3.2

38

89

Independence

40

106

292

2

35

89

Hopkins Airport
Area

48

106

262

4

35

92

Source: NOACA Travel Forecasting Model
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Figure 8: NOACA environmental justice areas

Transit-Oriented Development as one of multiple strategies for talent attraction

There are multiple strategies and policies from a transportation perspective that would address
the workforce mobility concerns. Transit-Oriented Development is one element of ensuring that
dense clusters of residents and jobs are located in close proximity to rapid transit stations which
ensures equitable participation in the economy that is not pre-dependent on owning a private
vehicle. NOACA developed the TOD scorecard to provide impulses around the existing rapid
transit system. Besides aiding minority and low-income populations, transit-oriented development
is also extremely attractive to high-skilled workers and millennials that currently choose to relocate
elsewhere in the country. Rapidly growing metropolitan areas such as Salt Lake City, Utah, and
Charlotte, North Carolina, are currently investing billions of tax dollars into new rail systems
propelling those states to more prominent national positions, including representation in
Congress.
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Taking a step back, our region is actually fortunate to have invested in an extensive rail system
40 years ago (red, blue, green line). Cleveland’s network of heavy rail is the largest of any city its
size and provides over six million trips each year. 7 The city is a leader in Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
providing over five million trips and is the fourth largest in the nation. The existing rapid transit
system and the BRT present prime opportunities for redevelopment. NOACA can do its part with
prioritizing maintenance and enhancement of existing transit infrastructure and ensuring that first
mile/last mile investments in pedestrian, bike and shuttle services improves access to the rapid
transit system. Over the course of the next 30 years, the existing rail system provides initial
opportunities of investments in transit-oriented development. As the visionary rail network
proposed in Aim Forward 2040 is being build, more communities will have access to transitoriented development opportunities. Most certainly, transit-oriented development only serves one
segment of the housing market and traditional suburban development will continue to be
supported by road investments. Equity means to ensure that the transportation system supports
diversity in housing and economic opportunity for residents in Northeast Ohio.

2.3 Excellent housing is the origin and destination of all transportation
The origin and destination of all transportation

Where people live creates the demands for goods and services. Over the past 40 decades, our
region has experienced various iterations of the same pattern: As residential development moves
further outwards, so do services such as churches, retail, hospitals and schools. To connect the
new churches, new retail, new hospitals and new schools to residents, initial infrastructure
expansion is needed to help access the new locations. As infrastructure ages, maintenance costs
become more and more of an issue straining local budgets. Over the past decades, a myriad of
public and private sector decisions contributed to an extensive infrastructure system, now in
desperate need of maintenance – requiring local, regional, state and federal dollars to ensure a
system of good repair. As the current maintenance costs are overburdening communities and tax
payers across the region, the housing section in eNEO 2050 takes a step back to reflect on how
the location of housing matters from a societal perspective but also from an individual perspective
for the overall quality of life in the region.

Housing and transportation index

Taking transportation and housing costs into account, many residents in Northeast Ohio pay more
than 45% of their income on housing and transportation combined. Northeast Ohio is generally
considered to have an affordable housing market, especially when compared to other
metropolitan regions in the United States. The median sale price in Cuyahoga County in 2020
was $140,000, still far below the median U.S. sale price of $274,500. 8 While low-housing costs at
first make the region appear to be affordable, taking a closer look at the combined housing and
transportation costs, paints a different picture. 9 The Center for Neighborhood Technology
Walk Accessibility to Rail Stations Map
Exner, “Cuyahoga County home prices in 2020.” Lee Chilcote, “Cleveland has a middle-class Housing Affordability
Problem,”
Cleveland
Scene,
July
31
2020;
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-andheard/archives/2020/07/30/cleveland-has-a-middle-class-housing-affordability-problem (accessed December 18,
2020).
9 The Center for Neighborhood Technology, “Housing and Transportation Index”; https://htaindex.cnt.org/. (accessed
November 2, 2020).
7
8
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suggests that a maximum of 45% of a household budget should be allocated to housing plus
transportation costs. NOACA analyzed the affordability for 41 communities in the five counties
region. Figure 9 shows the results of the assessment. Low-housing costs were a primary factor
in the highest ranking communities.

Figure 9: Housing and transportation index for Northeast Ohio communities: Percentage
of average local monthly income spent on housing and transportation costs
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Regional spatial structures - on location efficiency

The placement of housing across the region has implications for the access to services and jobs
for residents. Northeast Ohio offers a variety of single-family housing options to its residents: This
includes urban, suburban, exurban, township and rural densities of housing. Residents wanting
to own a house have a wide variety of choices from small lots in the inner-ring suburbs to very
large lots in the rural areas. Each set of density has implications for the transportation network as
density affects the transportation demand and services in an area. Exurban and rural areas that
experience an increase in densities oftentimes have to deal with temporary congestion until roads
are widened. The increase in density of housing matters for developing an efficient and effective
transportation system; a transportation system cannot serve well an overly or underly dense
populated region. As our region has seen decreasing densities within the urban core communities,
and migration of population further out from the core, we have a less dense geography that has
seen past transportation investments that are now under-utilized.
From a transportation perspective in a mature region, the following principles support an efficient
transportation system:
-

Density in areas that have existing infrastructure capacity
Density close to retail and jobs to reduce the need to drive and encourage walkability
Compact and complete developments that place retail and schools in close proximity to
housing developments
Residential street connectivity to enhance the walkability of communities
Roads utilization for different functions: (i.e., residential streets, major and minor arterials
and major and minor collectors.

Transportation and racial inequities in the housing market

Taking an equity perspective also means to look at racial inequalities in the housing market.
Across the region, each county has communities that have experienced a lack of public and
private reinvestment into aging housing stock and infrastructure. The lack of reinvestment has
certainly disproportionately affected low-income and minority populations. Like many metropolitan
areas in the US, racial inequities have historically been a defining element of the housing market.
In the first part of the 20th century, zoning and redlining were used across the United States to
racially segregate neighborhoods. 10 Redlining essentially made it harder to obtain private
investment for certain neighborhoods. It was not until 1964 that the Civil Rights Act called for an
end to discrimination based on race, religion, sex, or national origin. As private and public
investment were missing from low-income and minority neighborhoods, the housing stock slowly
deteriorated, reducing overall property values. The trend of underinvestment in such communities
has continued for decades. A robust commitment to maintaining and enhancing roads and the
transit system in EJ communities can be a first step towards a more equitable Northeast Ohio in
which all communities can benefit from the wealth of the region. EJ communities are frequently
denser neighborhoods which greatly contribute to the overall transportation budget we have as a
region.
Jason Reece, Matt Martin, Joshua Bates, Amanda Golden, Kelsey Mailman, and Ronni Nimps, “History Matters:
Understanding the Role of Policy, Race, and Real Estate in Today’s Geography of Health Equity and Opportunity in
Cuyahoga County” (Columbus, OH: The Ohio State University Kirwin Institute of Race and Ethnicity, February 2015);
http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/The-History-of-Race-Real-Estate-Cuyahoga-County-FinalReport-February-2015.pdf (accessed December 12, 2020)
10
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2.4 Environmental stewardship for the planet and its people
Individual, societal and long-term impacts of transportation

Investing in a regional transportation system influences the quality of life of the residents; this
includes water and air quality but also questions over health and active lifestyles. As a designated
areawide agency, NOACA is responsible for water quality planning for the region. As part of its
transportation functions, NOACA is deeply involved with issues related to air quality with
responsibility for issuing alerts for Ozone Action days and allocating resources for transportation
projects that reduce mobile emissions. As an agency, when we look at investing into our regional
road network, we see more than just a right-of-way designated for the movement of vehicles, but
we rather see an opportunity to improve the quality of life for everyone by considering the needs
of all users and potential improvements that respects the environment, particularly considering
the excess capacity in some parts of the transportation network that is conducive to these
considerations.

Green streets: Water and air quality benefits

Tree-lined streets greatly enhance the visual appearance of a street but also the air and water
quality of the region. As a region, we rely on groundwater for our drinking water. Streams, lakes,
wetlands, and other water resources feed (connect) to the groundwater table. During rainstorms,
impervious surfaces interfere with the natural way that groundwater is replenished. Impervious
surfaces such as roads and parking lots contribute to combined-sewer overflows as the grey
infrastructure cannot absorb heavy rainfalls in the same way that green infrastructure can.
Including green infrastructure such as trees, plantings and, where appropriate, bioswales into
road projects can greatly enhance the water quality in the region. NOACA has adopted a
Complete and Green Streets Policy that requires all road projects to consider these issues in the
design and development process and recently updated its investment policy to include incentives
for funding to pay for the infrastructure. NOACA also works with partners to explore opportunities
to leverage funding from other sources across the region to enhance individual road projects
including the consideration of other types of pavement, such as pervious surfaces that might be
suitable for some projects.

Figure 10: Northeast Ohio Impervious Surface Cover (2001 and 2016)
2001

2016
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Green streets also contribute to reducing air pollution. Air pollution is connected to a host of health
issues, including respiratory illnesses (e.g., asthma, bronchitis, and emphysema), low birthweight,
premature birth, and infant mortality, heart disease, including heart attacks, behavioral conditions
and cognitive issues, lung cancer; and premature death. 11 Northeast Ohio has directly benefited
from the long-term decreases in pollutant levels. One recent analysis found that, since 1970, air
quality improvements associated with the CAA have extended the average life expectancy of
people within the region by 2.3 years. 12 Historically, Northeast Ohio has struggled with poor air
quality, due in part to its reliance on heavy industry. While the smokestacks from facilities such
as steel mills, oil refineries, and coal-fired power plants long dominated the landscape in the
region, mobile emissions have actually been the primary source of air pollution in Northeast Ohio
since at least 1990. On-road vehicles continue to generate a plurality (31.6%) of criteria pollutant
emissions.
Each year, NOACA produces its Air Quality Trends Report, which provides a comprehensive
overview of air quality in Northeast Ohio and how the region performs on each of the NAAQS.
Through this annual report, NOACA provides up-to-date information on how pollution levels
change over time, which informs public education and policy making throughout the region.

Vehicle-miles-travelled and greenhouse gas emissions

Climate change may seem like a newer issue, however consideration of the environmental
impacts of transportation began in earnest decades ago with the passage of the clean air act.
Communities across the United States are working on mitigating and adopting to climate change.
Mitigating climate change has been a primary concern in the energy sector but more recently
attention is shifting to the transportation sector. Within Northeast Ohio, light-duty vehicles
(passenger cars and SUVs), account for the vast majority of transportation sector Greenhouse
Gas Emissions (76.6%). There are three approaches in the transportation sector to reducing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions: (1) Improve existing technology, (2) shift to other modes, and (3)
avoid the need to travel far distance. Improving existing technologies relates to investing in EV
charging stations to enable residents to capitalize on the technology shifts that US-car
manufacturers are currently pursuing. Shifting to other modes means investing in safe bike and
transit infrastructure that connect residents to regional job hubs. Avoiding the need for
transportation pertains primarily to land use questions of density and walkability which is within
the domain of local governments. As an agency, NOACA can invest in EV charging stations and
develop approaches with interested communities to increase transit and bike access to job hubs.
Many of the activities that help reduce emissions are helpful for other policy objectives as well
such as health benefits from active living.

11 For further information on the public health effects of air pollution, consult the US EPA’s Integrated Science
Assessments on the criteria air pollutants at https://www.epa.gov/isa (accessed June 15, 2020).
12 Michael Greenstone, “The Connection between Cleaner Air and Longer Lives,” The New York Times, Sept. 24, 2015;
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/25/upshot/the-connection-between-cleaner-air-and-longer-lives.html?_r=1
(accessed November 1, 2019).
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Figure 11: Share of GHG emissions by sector- United States 13

Commercial
6.7%

Residential
5.7%

Transportation
28.4%

Agricultural
9.9%

Industrial
22.2%
Electric Power
27.1%

13 US EPA, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990–2018 (Washington, D.C.: US EPA, 2020),
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-04/documents/us-ghg-inventory-2020-main-text.pdf (accessed April 8,
2021).
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3. Investment scenarios for our regional future
3.1 Objectives for an equitable transportation system from a
comprehensive planning perspective

Investments in transportation are most impactful if they are aligned with the needs of the people
in the region served. NOACA conducted extensive outreach as part of preparing eNEO 2050 to
get a sense for public priorities (example Table 2). In addition to surveying and engage the public,
NOACA also closely worked with the many public officials representing residents and
communities across the region. These conversations were informed by taking a comprehensive
planning perspective to assess the demands that are placed on an equitable transportation
system. As discussed above, there are many demands placed on the transportation system based
on existing land uses, economic, housing and environmental needs. These demands and needs
have informed the following objectives that eNEO 2050 takes into consideration multiple
objectives that might be placed on transportation system (example of public priorities: Table 2,
more tables throughout the document).

Table 2: Future modal importance for job growth and economic development
Cuyahoga
NOACA
County (no
Region Cleveland
CLE)
445
1,084
BASE
2,459
Personal vehicles
4.45
4.35
4.45

Lorain
362
4.44

Medina Geauga
Lake
207
91
271
4.75
4.57
4.48

Public transportation

4.04

4.07

4.14

3.99

4.00

3.80

3.67

Walking

3.98

4.16

3.96

3.94

3.97

3.80

3.97

People working closer to home

3.97

4.16

3.93

3.96

3.97

3.80

3.86

Airplanes

3.92

3.90

4.04

3.85

3.84

3.68

3.75*

Telecommuting

3.67

3.58

3.75

3.64

3.61

3.50

3.77

Bicycles

3.55

3.74

3.53

3.54

3.52

3.40

3.40

Uber, Lyft

3.50

3.63

3.53

3.44

3.39

3.32

3.36

Carpools or vanpools

3.40

3.47

3.40

3.43

3.39

3.25

3.21

Amtrak rail

3.32

3.50

3.37

3.28

3.19

3.04

3.02

Connected vehicles avoid crashes

3.21

3.28

3.20

3.25

3.19

3.07

3.13

Greyhound buses

3.20

3.44

3.20

3.13

3.18

2.93

2.91

Taxis

3.09

3.25

3.06

3.05

3.03

3.06

3.09

Charter buses

3.07

3.30

3.07

2.99

3.03

2.85

2.95

Scooters (electric, mobility)

2.93

3.15

2.88

2.86

2.99

2.82

2.79

Motorcycles

2.89

2.98

2.82

2.92

3.03

2.81

3.01

Service autonomous vehicles

2.88

3.06

2.87

2.80

2.79

2.91

2.75

Personal autonomous vehicles

2.88

3.05

2.85

2.88

2.84

2.85

2.79

Commercial autonomous vehicles

2.85

3.03

2.82

2.81

2.83

2.81

2.68

VERY IMPORTANT (4.00+)
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT (3.25-3.99)
NEUTRAL (2.75-3.24)
SOMEWHAT UNIMPORTANT (2.00-2.74
VERY UNIMPORTANT (<2.00)
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Figure 12: eNEO 2050 planning objectives
eNEO proposes policies, plans, programs and projects that strengthen regional
cohesion
• Drive regionally significant and locally-informed policies, plans, programs and projects that reflect our
interconnectedness as a region; utilze a regional platform to develop and implement policies, plans, programs
and projects

eNEO proposes recommendations that support the quality of life and economic
competitiveness of the region
• Recommend policies, plans, programs and projects that drive prosperity and growth for everyone in the
region. eNEO 2050 charts a course for investing in those infrastructures for an equitable Northeast Ohio with
thriving communities in the urbanized and rural areas.

eNEO 2050 advances a more multi-modal system
• Advance modally diverse policies, plans, programs and projects that provide transportation choices to all
people to ensures true access and mobility; particularly valueing transit, bicyling and pedestrian access that
has been underinvested in over the last 50 years; respecting and completing the vision from NOACA's first
LRP in 1969 that included modal equity between auto and transit.

eNEO 2050 positions transportation as a steward of the environment
• Invest in transpotation infrastructure that is sensitive to enviromental issues and that have a positive impact on
air and water quality of the region, which accepts responsibility for the planet and legacy for the next
generation.

eNEO 2050 connects workers to jobs and reduces commute times for all modes of
transportation
• Focus transportation investments on projects that reduce commute times for all users in a multi-modal system,
so that all users can reclaim time for improved productivity and for time for families, hobbies, recreation, active
living and health; a shift towards viable transit or bike options, roads become less congested and everyone
benefits.

eNEO 2050 ensures a state of good repair and maintenance of existing assets
• Prioritize reinvesting in existing assets (roads, sewers, transit vehicles, transit stops, bridges) as our mature
region is currently overburdened with the maintenance costs of an infrastructure system built for a much larger
population; leveraging transporation investments helps to preserve the character of communities and quality
of life of residents, and creates the opportunities for safety improvements for all users and the utilization of
excess capacity to enhance multimodal assets for the system.

eNEO capitalizes on future technologies
• Prepare the transportation system for advanced technology developments, such as autonomous and electric
vehicles that will improve its efficiency and effectiveness, and capitalize on transformational projects such as
hyperloop that provides unique opportunities for the economic development of the region.
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3.2 Why a scenario analysis?

Scenario planning is a technique used to better prepare for the future by developing multiple
plausible situations, or scenarios, representing alternative futures rather than committing to
prepare for a single expected future. Scenario planning may consider situations which are not
reachable by the current trend. For example, a traditional trend-based planning approach is
unlikely to forecast a high investment in extending the current trail network in the NOACA region.
Yet, considering transportation from a comprehensive perspective suggests that investing in
transit and enhancing the existing transportation system may help to grow the region into the
future. As an agency prioritizing transportation projects for funding, NOACA can emphasize
investment in different types of projects: Regardless of the mode of transportation, NOACA can
prioritize to maintain, enhance and/or expand infrastructure (Figure 13). A scenario planning
approach shifts from predicting the future based on the past to preparing for potential futures.
Similar to the traditional trend-based planning, the starting point of the scenario analysis is the
current year rather than a future year.

Figure 13: Investment strategies

Maintain

Enhance

Expand

• Ensure a state of good repair for all modes of
transportation
• Maintain a quality level of service for all users

• Upgrade access and mobility for all users to share the
legacy transportation assets

• Invest to serve the transportation demand for all modes
of transportation
• Focus on transportation demand rather than preemptively extending supply
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3.3 Four investment scenarios for an equitable Northeast Ohio

The four eNEO2050 investment scenarios project the performance of the region based on
different investment priorities. As outline above, the region has many investment objectives to
serve the transportation needs in the region. The four scenarios assume more extreme positions
to amplify the differences between the potential investments: Scenario 1 (MAINTAIN) prioritizes
maintenance of existing road and transit above anything else, Scenario 2 (CAR) invests in
expansion of the road network and Scenario 3 (TRANSIT) explores the opportunities of
implementing the Visionary Rail Network contained in the previous long-range plan Aim Forward
2040. Scenario 4 (TOTAL) explores joining some of these priorities and also introducing future
technologies (see summary in Table 3). Based on NOACAs transportation model, these scenarios
were then assessed against the 2020 performance of our transportation system using the
performance measures shown in Table 4.

Table 3: Summary of scenario assumptions
Scenario Name
1: MAINTAIN
Infrastructure System
2: CAR
Captivating
Auto Region
3: TRANSIT
TRANsportation
System with
Improved Transit
4: TOTAL
Transportation with
Optimal
Technology and
Access for ALL

Investment Assumptions
This scenario invests 100 percent on maintaining the
existing transportation system and zero dollars in road or
transit expansion.
This scenario prioritizes investments in capacity adding
road projects. It maintains current levels of transit spending.
This scenario prioritizes funding for expanding transit
infrastructure to build the Visionary Rail Network that
connects growing job hubs.
This scenario combines the investments of scenario 2
and 3, expanding the highway system and the transit
infrastructure to serve growing job hubs.
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Growth projections
Stagnant region (state projections;
collar counties grow, Cuyahoga
county shrinks)
Stagnant region (state projections;
collar counties grow, Cuyahoga
county shrinks)
Growing region (all counties grow)

Growing region (all counties grow)

Table 4: Performance measure categories and selected performance measures
Performance Measure Category
Multimodal Transportation System
Access to Transportation System
Mobility & Delay

Transportation Cost
Travel Time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Safety

•
•
•
•

Emission

•

Pavement & Bridge

•
•
•

Technology Adaption

•

Performance Measures
Percent of Non-Single Occupancy Vehicles
Annual Transit Ridership
Access to all Transit Stops
Egress from All Transit Stops
Access to Highway System
Total Annual Total VMT per Capita
Total Annual Freeway Delay per Capita
Annual Total Annual Principal Arterial Delay Per Capita
Annual Person Hours of Excessive Delay per Capita (PHED)
Annual Congestion Cost Per Capita
Average Auto Work Commute Time to All Major Job hubs
Average Transit Work Commute Time from EJ Neighborhoods to
All Major Job Hubs
Average Work Commute Time From Households with Zero Cars
Maximum Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR)
Maximum Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR)
Fatalities, Serious Injuries and Non-motorized Fatalities and
Serious Injuries
Daily Volatile Organic Compound(VOCs) and Nitrogen Oxides
(NOx)
Annual Direct PM
Average Highway Network Pavement Condition Rating (PCR)
Percent Structurally Deficient Deck Areas of All Bridges and NHS
Bridges
Daily Vehicular Trip Share of Autonomous, Electric Cars &
Trucks

NOACA used its transportation model to assess the performance of the 2050 transportation
system if the investments were implemented based on the described priorities in each scenario.
Each scenario includes a set of proposed projects, their implementation decades and applied
technology levels (see Chapter 9 for details). All scenarios contain the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addressing Location-Specific Safety issues
Reducing Traffic Fatalities & Major Injuries
Installing EV Charging Ports
Pavement & Bridge Conditions with Average PCR =75
Smart Pedestrian Crossings
Congestion Management Plan

The scenarios reflect that growth patterns and transportation investment taken together have
implications for the quality of life in the region in 2050. It needs to be noted that the scenarios
make simplified assumptions about the transportation investments to establish reference points
to explore a future mix of investments as part of the visioning. In other words, the scenarios
created models to aid a regional conversation about desirable transportation investments.
NOACA has been pleased about the avid participation by stakeholders in discussing the
assumptions during the planning process. Figures 14-17 summaries the project types and
objectives included in each scenario.
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Figure 14: Scenario 1 – maintain infrastructure system
Scenario MAINTAIN
Allocating 100% of the annual budgets
to Maintenance
Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) of 80
•
Maintaining pavement & bridge
conditions at the average network
PCR of 80
•
Maintaining pavement conditions at
minimum PCR of 80 in the EJ areas
Transit in state of good repair
•
Maintaining transit vehicles in the good
state in the end of each decade
•
Maintaining transit vehicles serving the
EJ areas in the good state all the time

Figure 15: Scenario 2 – CAR (Captivating Auto Region)
Scenario CAR
Improved access and efficiency of
highway system
•
Adding Viable Interchanges
•
Regulating the Flow of traffic Entering
Freeways (Ramp metering)
•
Reducing highway bottlenecks
Reducing average auto commute times
to major job hubs to 30 Minutes
•
Reinvigorating Arterial Network
•
Traffic Signal Timing Optimization
Shared with TOTAL
Future Highway Network
Major Capacity Projects
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including

Figure 16: Scenario 3 – TRANSIT (TRANsportation System with Improved Transit)
Scenario TRANSIT
Reducing transit commute time
•
Reducing Transit Commute Time to
Major Job Hubs to 45 Minutes
•
Reducing Transit Service Headways
to EJ Neighborhoods
•
Adding HOV lanes for bus access
First/ Last-mile improvements
•
Creating Walk & Bike Access from
EJ Areas to Transit Network
Shared TRANSIT and TOTAL
Reducing transit commute time
•
Implementing Transit Agencies’ Future
BRT Plans
•
Improved 2017 Visionary Rail Network
Technology
•
Adding Autonomous Shuttle and POD
Routes from Transit Hubs to Job Hubs
First/ Last-mile improvements
•
Creating walk & bike connections from
transit Hubs to job hubs
•
Housing developments around transit
stations and job hubs

Figure 17: Scenario 4 – TOTAL (Transportation with
Optimal Technology and Access for ALL)

Scenario TOTAL
Reducing commute times
•
Reduce overall transit and auto
commute times to all regional job hubs
•
Reducing auto commute times to
major job Hubs to 20 to 30 Minutes
•
Reducing transit commute times to
major job hubs to 30 Minutes
Invest in new technology
•
Allocating selected smart freeway &
arterial lanes to autonomous cars and
trucks
•
Installing Extra EV Charging Ports
•
Construction the Hyperloop Station
First/ Last-mile improvements
•
Creating Walk & Bike Access from
Major Residential to Transit Network
Shared TOTAL with CAR
Future Highway Network
Major Capacity Projects
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including

3.4 Performance of scenarios

Scenarios 1 – 4 were modeled using the NOACA travel forecasting model. Table 5 and 6 illustrate
the performance of each scenarios along various performance measures. The selected preferred
scenario “eNEO 2050 funded scenario” is a hybrid of these four scenarios. As a hybrid “eNEO
funded scenario” combines various investment priorities represented in Scenarios 1 through 4.
NOACA is required under federal law to ensure that the long-range plan is fiscally constraint. That
means NOACA has to take into account what revenue can be reasonably expected for
transportation projects over the coming three decades. Given the stagnant population growth,
maintenance needs of the region and low revenue streams for transit, many desirable capacity
adding projects on roadways and the transit system had to be included in an illustrative list. To
some extent scenario 4 includes many of the more visionary projects that are on the illustrative
list. At the same time Scenario 1 is similar to a “no build” scenario as there were no specific
enhancement or expansion projects.

eNEO2050
funded
Scenario

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Population in 15 Minutes Walk to any
Transit Stop
EJ Workers in 15 Minutes Walk to any
Transit Stop
Number of Jobs within 15 Minutes
Walk egress from any Transit Stop
Population in 5-Mile Drive Access to
Freeway System
Annual Transit Ridership (Including
Transfer Trips) – Million Person Trips
Non-Single Occupancy Vehicle Work
Commute during a Typical Morning
Peak Period
Average Highway Network Pavement
Condition Rating (PCR)
Daily Vehicular Trip Share of
Autonomous, Electric Cars and Trucks

2020 Base

Scenario 2

Performance Measure

Scenario 1

Table 5: eNEO2050 performance measures - multimodal

68%

68%

65%

65%

70%

70%

89%

88%

88%

88%

90%

90%

78%

78%

77%

77%

81%

82%

92%

91%

91%

92%

92%

92%

40

55

38

38

91

110

16%

17.66%

16%

16%

21%

22%

75.0

87.1

80

87.1

87.1

87.1

0.16%

31%

19.00%

19.00%

20.00%

32.00%
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eNEO2050
funded
scenario

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Total Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled
per Capita
Total Annual Freeway Delay per
Capita (in Hours)
Total Annual Principal Arterial Delay
per Capita (in Hours)
Annual Person Hours of Excessive
Delay per Capita (in Hours)
Average Auto Work Commute Time to
All Major Job Hubs (in Minutes)
Average Transit Work Commute Time
from EJ neighborhoods to All Major
Job Hubs (in Minutes)
Average Work Commute Time for
Households with Zero Cars (in
Minutes)
Maximum Level of Travel Time
Reliability (LOTTR)*
Maximum
Truck
Travel
Time
Reliability (TTTR)*
Annual Congestion Cost per Capita
(2050$)
Estimated Fatalities (Based on 2019
Crash Data and Annual 2%
Reduction)
Estimated Serious Injuries (Based on
2019 Crash Data and Annual 2%
Reduction)
Estimated Non-Motorized Fatalities
and Serious Injuries (Based on 2019
Crash Data and Annual 2%
Reduction)
Daily Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) (in Tons)
Daily Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) (in Tons)
Annual Direct PM (in Tons)
Structurally Deficient Deck Areas of
NHS Bridges
Structurally Deficient Deck Areas of
All Bridges

2020 Base

Scenario 2

Performance Measure

Scenario 1

Table 6: eNEO2050 performance measures - vehicles

7,345

7,902

7,946

7,967

7,433

7,243

6.63

6.00

7.11

7.34

7.98

5.89

6.64

6.7

7.2

6.7

7.4

8.1

23.04

21.06

24.89

24.38

25.1

25.64

38.2

37.7

37.7

37.5

39

40.4

60.9

56.8

60.4

60.3

58.6

54.3

43.25

41.82

42.88

42.85

41.77

41

1.48

1.52

1.52

1.5

1.51

1.49

1.83

1.90

1.83

1.86

1.88

1.86

739

684

821

807

854

804

138

75

75

75

75

75

1,307

713

713

713

713

713

167

91

91

91

91

91

25.51

9.2

9.25

9.28

9.28

9.48

18.35
565.09

8.29
208.49

8.34
209.65

8.36
210.21

8.36
210.32

8.54
214.66

1.77%

1.77%

1.77%

1.77%

1.77%

1.77%

6.57%

6.57%

6.57%

6.57%

6.57%

6.57%

Note: LOTTR values are estimated as the ratio of 80th percentile and 50th percentile of all the inter-zonal
travel times.
Note: TTTR values are estimated as the ratio of 95th percentile and 50th percentile of all the inter-zonal
travel times.
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4. Envisioning an equitable Northeast Ohio
4.1 Vision

The backbone of eNEO2050 is a hybrid scenario that includes specific projects from the
discussed and evaluated four scenarios. The journey of developing eNEO2050 began four years
ago following the board approval of NOACA AIM2040 plan with research, analysis, policy
development, as well as the development of project and plan components. The more
concentrated efforts to build and assemble the plan began in January 2018 with the launch of a
public outreach campaign. Along several stations, the public were queried for the route ahead
adjustments. Over the course of the past two years, NOACA has considered input from the
general public, from historically underrepresented groups, from many leaders in the region, and
experts. NOACA has assessed the many ideas for the transportation system against performance
measures for four scenarios. NOACA is pleased to present the following vision and list of projects
to invest in an equitable Northeast Ohio over the coming decades.

eNEO 2050 envisions

an equitable Northeast Ohio with thriving communities in the
urbanized and rural areas. Investing in an equitable Northeast Ohio means prioritizing an





Efficient and affordable highway system (Roadway)
Enhanced roadways for all users (Roadway + non-motorized)
Exciting transit system that connects people to jobs (Transit)
Evolution of future infrastructure and technologies (Emerging Technology)
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Figure 18: Types of projects contained in eNEO 2050

Efficient and affordable highway system
(Roadway)
•

•
•

Interchanges: Completion of four partial existing interchanges to become full diamond
interchanges by 2050: Interstate 77 at Miller Road, Brecksville, Cuyahoga County;
Interstate 480 at Granger Road, Garfield Heights, Cuyahoga County; US highway 422
at Harper Road, Solon, Cuyahoga County; State Route 44 at Jackson Road, Painesville,
Lake County
Congestion Management Plan (CMP): CMP objectives in relation to the eNEO2050
goals and objectives are identified and a set of decennial targets is determined for a
selected performance measures.
Ramp Metering: As the CMP objectives and based on the bottleneck studies,
enEO2050 proposes three ramp metering locations.

Enhanced roadways for all users
(Roadway + non-motorized)
•
•

•

•

Principal Arterial Network: Principal arterial corridors are evaluated and prioritized for
the STOP and transit services. The “TOP 10” corridors for STOP projects and transit
are identified for improvements.
Safety: A Systemic Safety Management program as a complement to the existing
NOACA safety program is established. This is a proactive and community-based
approach to safety issues and biennial safety community reports for each community in
the NOACA region will be produced for updating the road inventory and crash data at
the community level.
Pavement and Bridge Maintenance Management: NOACA Pavement preservation
plan based on the Maintenance & Rehabilitation (M&R) program is applied to
maintaining the average pavement condition rating at 75 during the period of 2020 2050. This application is similar to the NOACA biennial pavement maintenance
community approach.
Non-motorized Facilities: NOACA is currently developing a new pedestrian and
bicycle plan, called ACTIVATE. This plan will include three usage categories of nonmotorized modes; utilitarian trips, access to transit services, and recreational pursuits.
Also eNEO2050 Plan proposes 928 miles of bike facility, over 11,000 pedestrian ADA
and safe crossings and 760 bike storage lockers for cyclist in the next three decades.
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Exciting transit system that connects people to jobs
(Transit)
•
•
•

•

Complete Transit Connectivity: As a complement to existing modes for “First-Mile”
and “Last-Mile” connections, autonomous shuttle feeder bus services in four counties
are designed to provide complete connection for the major transit corridors.
Workforce Accessibility and Mobility: The eNEO2050 plan includes a set of transit
and land use recommendations based on the NOACA’s r Workforce Accessibility and
Mobility study for work commutes during the morning peak period.
Transit preservation: Projects were identified in coordination with NOACA regional
transit agencies. All five NOACA counties have transit agencies that operate and
maintain their individual systems. For the purpose of this plan, transit preservation
projects are classified into two primary categories, vehicle replacements and nonvehicle capital maintenance. Vehicle replacements include all costs necessary to keep
rolling stock fleets, including standard bus, BRT, light transit vehicles, and rail cars, in a
state of good repair in accordance with FTA useful life guidelines. Non-vehicle capital
maintenance projects include all costs necessary to maintain safe stations, shelters, rail
lines and appurtenances, fueling stations, and other capital assets.
Fiscally Unconstraint eNEO2050 – Visionary Rail Network: Although the rail network
expansion did not satisfy the fiscal constraints, Scenario 4 (TOTAL) which included this
expansion had the highest measure of effectiveness; therefore, the eNEO2050 retains
this project as an illustrative project for the future plan amendments. To study various
alignments, NOACA will conduct a Visionary Rail Network Feasibility & Phasing Study
as part of the fiscally constraint plan.

Evolution of future infrastructure and technologies
(Emerging Technology)
•

•

Emerging Technology in transportation: The eNEO2050 plan proposes a set of
locations for Electric Vehicle (EV) charging ports and discusses the emerging electric
vehicles in the NOACA roadway network in relation to air quality and equity. It also
includes preparation for the adoption and deployment of autonomous and connected
vehicles.
Illustrative Project: Hyperloop is an illustrative project of the eNEO2050 plan.
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4.2 Highlights: Efficient and affordable highway system (Roadway)

This summary gives an overview of the types of projects included in eNEO 2050 (Chapter 11).
The summary highlights projects in the constrained part of the plan as well as in the illustrative
list. The illustrative list contains a list of projects that have not been reviewed against NOACA
planning requirements and/or cannot demonstrate fiscal constraint within the forecasted revenues
of the plan.

INTERCHANGE EVALUATION

In October 2020, the NOACA Board adopted the “New or Modify Interchange” policy and it was
applied to eight proposed new or modified interchanges. As discussed in Chapter 9 and 11, the
proposed interchanges are listed below. The modified interchanges are included in the
constrained eNEO 2050:
•

Modified Interchanges:
• Interstate 77 at Miller Road, Brecksville, Cuyahoga County
• Interstate 480 at Granger Road, Garfield Heights, Cuyahoga County
• US highway 422 at Harper Road, Solon, Cuyahoga County
• State Route 44 at Jackson Road, Painesville, Lake County

•

New Interchanges (Illustrative list):
• Interstate 71 at Boston Road, Strongsville, Cuyahoga County
• Interstate 71 at State Route 57(or 162), Medina, Medina County
• Interstate 271 at White Road, Highland Heights, Mayfield, Willoughby Hills,
Cuyahoga, Lake Counties
• State Route 10 at State Route 57, Elyria, Lorain County

Figure 19: Influence subarea of the proposed interchanges
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CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PLAN (CMP)

Congestion management objectives define what the NOACA region intends to achieve regarding
the traffic congestion management process every decade’s cycle. A set of Specific, Measurable,
Agreed, Realistic, and Time-bound (SMART) objectives were established for each planning
decade. The congestion management objectives are a subset of the NOACA long range
objectives and goals, and thus focus on providing a multimodal transportation system and
strategies to alleviate traffic congestion. During the third and sixth years of each decade cycle, a
monitoring procedure will be invoked to evaluate the progress and effectiveness of the
implementation of the congestion management plans, and adjust or update their objectives, if
necessary. Figure 20 depicts the relation between the congestion management objectives and
eNEO2050 goals and objectives.

Figure 20: Congestion management plan objectives and eNEO2050 goals and objectives
relation

The congestion management plan objectives has been developed based on the following
guidelines;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce average delay per traveler during peak periods,
Increase the percent of non-single occupancy vehicles,
Regulate the flow of traffic entering freeways,
Increase efficiency of interchanges,
Increase capacity of non-freeway corridors,
Increase transit accessibility, and
Increase transit and non-motorized mode shares.
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Table 7: Congestion management objectives
Objective/Planning Decade

2020 Base

2020 - 2030

2030 - 2040

2040 - 2050

Reduce Total vehicle delay during a
typical AM and PM peak periods

109,000
Hours

Increase the Percent of Non-Single
Occupancy Vehicle Work Commute
during the Morning Peak Period

16%

Reduce Average Auto Work Commute
Time to Regional Major Job Hubs
During the AM Peak Period

38

Reduce to 35 Reduce to 33 Reduce to 30
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Reduce Average Transit Work
Commute Time to Regional Major Job
Hubs During the AM Peak Period

61

Reduce to 55 Reduce to 50 Reduce to 45
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Implement Signal Timing Optimization
Program (STOP)

Increase by
2%

Increase by
4%

Increase by
6%

At least two Corridors in each decades

None

Implement ramp metering
Implement
Diverging
Interchange (DDI)

2

Decrease by Decrease by Decrease by
2%
4%
6%

At least one location in each planning
Decades

Diamond

None

Percent of Population within 5-Mile
Drive Access to a P&R Station

70%

Increase to
71%

Increase to
73%

Increase to
75%

Percent of population within 15
Minutes Walk Access to a transit
Station

68%

Increase to
70%

Increase to
72%

Increase to
75%

Total of Transit & non-motorized AM
Work Commute shares

6.3%

Increase to
7%

Increase to
9%

Increase to
11%
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One Location in each planning Decade

RAMP METERING

The roadway category projects of eNEO2050 scenario included ramp metering and based on the
bottleneck discussion in Chapter 3, three locations were identified and examined during the
scenario simulation. Map 11-2 displays the proposed locations of the ramp meters.

Figure 21: The locations of the proposed ramp meters
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4.3 Highlights: Enhanced roadways for all users (Roadway + nonmotorized)
PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL NETWORK AND SIGNAL TIMING OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
(STOP)

As discussed in Chapter 3 and 11, the principal arterial network plays an alternative role to the
existing freeway system in reducing traffic congestion. eNEO2050 attempts to restore the mobility
function of the principal arterial network by implementing capacity-improving strategies such as
Signal Timing Optimization Programs (STOP). Figure 22 shows the principle arterial corridors and
the top ten corridors for STOP (see also Table 8).

Table 8: “Top 10” priority corridors for STOP projects
Street Name
East 9th Street
Euclid Avenue
Superior Avenue (US 6)
Carnegie Avenue / Cedar
Road
West 25th Road (US 42)
Euclid Avenue
Pearl Road / West 25th Street
(US 42)
Euclid Avenue
Chagrin Blvd.
Rockside Road

From
State Route 2
East 79th Street
West 9th Street
East 105th Street

To
Ontario Street
East 123rd Street
East 55th Street
Fairmount Blvd

Rank
1
2
3
4

I-90 (Potter Ct)
Superior Avenue
Broadview
Avenue
(Brookside Park Dr.)
East 123rd Street
West of Richmond Road
(Commerce Park)
Crossview Road

Detroit Avenue
East 79th Street
I-90 (Potter Ct)

5
6
7

Noble Road
Belmont Road

8
9

Brecksville Road

10

Figure 22: Locations of the “Top 10” priority corridors for STOP projects
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ASSET MANAGEMENT: PAVEMENT PRESERVATION

Majority of vehicular trips take place through the highways and street network. This network is an
important asset item of the transportation infrastructure and its expansion, maintenance and operation
very much depend on the available funds in any period of planning. The overall pavement and bridge
condition of the highways and streets is an indicator of the quality of service provided to traffic through
the system. The Pavement Condition Ratings (PCR) measure is a qualitative description of the
structural state of the pavement. The PCR values span a spectrum of descriptive narrative ranging
from “Very Good” to “Very Poor”. Each roadway segment is scored from 0 to 100 with 0 representing
completely distressed pavement and 100 indicating perfect pavement condition.
The NOACA region has a total of 3,347 centerline miles of roadways including freeway and federal
–aid highways which is equivalent to 8,249 lane-miles. The 2020 all road types network weighted
lane-mile average PCR weighted lane-mile average is about 75. The similar PCR average for the
NOACA Federal Aid Eligible roads is about 73. Although this average indicates a general fair to good
pavement condition for the region, it obfuscates the fluctuating condition observed by traffic and
geography. (Figure 23).
Pavement Preservation is a program employing a network level, long-term strategy that enhances
pavement performance by using an integrated, cost-effective set of practices that extend
pavement life, improve safety and meet motorist expectations. A pavement preservation program
consists primarily of four components: Reactive Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, Minor
Rehabilitation, and Major Rehabilitation/ Reconstruction. eNEO2050 includes maintaining
pavement conditions with average PCR of 75.
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Figure 23: 2020 Lane-miles of the PCR categories for NOACA federal-aid eligible roads

53 Lane-Miles
2%
592 LaneMiles
18%
986 LaneMiles
30%

344 LaneMiles
11%

Very Poor, 0 - 39

545 LaneMiles
17%

Poor, 40 - 54
Fair to Poor, 55 - 64
Fair, 65 - 74

707 LaneMiles
22%

Good, 75 - 89
Very Good, 90 - 100

ASSET MANAGEMENT: BRIDGE CONDITIONS
The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) defines Bridge Condition Ratings that apply
across the United States as: Good: 9-7; Fair: 6-5; Poor: 4-0. Brief descriptors of condition ratings
are provided in Table 9 which also presents consolidated bridge ratings for all the bridges in the
NOACA region.
Table 9: 2020 Bridge condition ratings for bridges in the NOACA region

Condition
Ratings

Condition Description

General
Condition

Percentage of
each Category

Less than
or Equal to
4

Poor (Rating Value = 4)
Serious (Rating Value = 3)
Critical (Rating Value = 2)
Imminent Failure (Rating Value = 1)
Failure (Rating Value =0)

Poor
( Structurally
Deficient)

6%

5

Fair

6

Satisfactory

7

Good

8

Very Good

9

As Built

Fair

12%
27%
31%

Good

17%
7%
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ODOT has established a Statewide System Goal of 6.8 for their structures, which is just slightly
below the condition rating of “Good”. This goal considers a constrained funding stream and
balancing of ODOT resources between other high priority assets such as interstate and freeway
pavement, interchanges, traffic signing, safety features, and operations and maintenance
commitments.
There are 196 bridges in the NOACA region that have bridge appraisal values of 4 or less.
Appraisal values range between 0 and 9 (failure condition to excellent condition). Bridges with
general appraisal values of 4 or less require urgent or expeditious attention as they demonstrate
a condition of poor, very poor, near failure (must be closed), or failure (closed). Bridge conditions
are also evaluated using numerical “sufficiency rating” values ranging from zero to 100.
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TRAFFIC SAFETY

Current Safety Improvement Programs
The national Vision Zero initiative envisages to have a transportation network with zero deaths or
injuries. One of the NOACA’s transportation planning goals is to achieve this vision in its fivecounty region in the future. During the last few years, NOACA has initiated several safety
programs such as Transportation Safety Action Plan (TSAP), Regional Safety Program (RSP),
Safe Route to School (SRTS), and its biggest initiative, the SAVE Plan, to improve the efficiency
and safety of transportation system.

Similar to other traditional safety programs, SAVE plan intends to save lives by identifying the
high-crash locations and implementing safety treatments at those sites. The SAVE Plan was
developed with the vision that traffic deaths and injuries can be prevented with appropriate
planning, policies and programs, with a long-term goal of reducing the number of fatalities and
serious injuries by 50% by the year 2040.
Systemic Safety Management Approach
Recently, to complement the current safety programs such as SAVE plan, NOACA have
incorporated a Systemic Safety Management approach within its safety improvement programs.
The Systemic Safety Management approach is used to program implementation of safety
treatments at sites that reduce the potential for crashes using Crash Prediction Models. The
Systemic Safety Management approach is intended to address crash types that occur with high
frequency across the roadway network but are not concentrated at individual locations, which
tend to be overlooked when ranking sites using a crash-history-based safety management
approach.
As a proactive approach, the Systemic Safety Management programs countermeasures for
implementation at locations that may not have a history of crashes. In particular, even sites with
zero crash history can be identified for potential safety improvement. By applying this approach,
NOACA will consider the potential for future crashes and crash history when identifying where to
make safety improvements. This approach is mainly based on the Highway Safety Manual (HSM)
which is a publication of the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO).
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION (NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION)

Active transportation (also referred to as non-motorized modes of travel) includes biking and
walking for recreational, commuting and shopping purposes. A factor in the walkability and
bikeability of an area is the distance to destinations. An average distance for utilitarian biking trips
is about three miles. Destinations within ¼ to 1 mile are generally considered walkable.
Considering the acceptable walking and biking distances for land use and transportation planning
purposes, access to transit by non-motorized modes is an important aspect of a cohesive,
multimodal transportation system. As discussed in section 11.4, these connections to the transit
network are often referred to “first mile” –“last mile” trips, and those short trips create a complete
connection from commuters’ origins to their destinations.
The eNEO2050 plan recommends to invest in non-motorized facilities for accessing the transit
network for the purpose of creating a true multimodal transportation system for the NOACA
region. These connecting projects are typically summarized as non-motorized facilities and riders
should be able to safely and conveniently reach transit stops via a well-connected system of
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. Tables 10 and 11 display the eNEO2050 plan proposal for
the non-motorized modes by facility type and implementation decades.
NOACA is currently developing a new pedestrian and bicycle plan, called ACTIVATE. This plan
will provide a vision for increasing the use of bikeways and walkways for transportation and
commuting and also serving as a guide for future bicycle and pedestrian improvements. This plan
will also include a prioritization model based on a Connectivity Scoring Quantitative System
(CSQS) for investing in non-motorized facility for accessing to the transit network.
Table 10: Bike facilities of eNEO2050 plan
Non-Motorized Mode

Bike Facility Projects

Conventional Bike Lanes
Buffered Bike Lanes
Separate Bike Lanes / Cycle Track
All Purpose Trail
Total Miles
Bike Storage Lockers (Number)

2020 - 2030
Miles
17
76
15
205
313
0

2030 - 2040
Miles
206
7
16
252
481
240

2040 - 2050
Miles
45
1
0
85
132

Total
Miles
269
84
31
542
926
240

2040 - 2050
Number
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
Number
100
582
6,159
4,224
104
11,169

Table 11: Pedestrian and ADA facilities of eNEO2050 plan

Pedestrian Projects (Number)
Smart Pedestrian Crossing
ADA Curb Ramp
High Visibility Crosswalk
Pedestrian Signal
Midblock Enhancements
Total Number

2020 - 2030
Number
50
540
5,858
4,058
89
10,595
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2030 - 2040
Number
50
42
301
166
15
574

4.4 Highlights: Exciting transit system that connects people to jobs
(Transit)
TRANSIT AND WORKFORCE MOBILITY

The transit system contributes to workforce accessibility and mobility. The NOACA Workforce
Accessibility and Mobility study indicated that only a small portion of low-income and minority
workers live in the reasonable transit commute sheds of the regional major job hubs. The majority
of workers living in EJ areas currently spend more than an hour traveling from home to reach their
employment location during the AM peak period. The following transit items are proposed to
reduce the workers and employers locations mismatch and to reduce the work commute times.
Transit solutions for workforce mobility in the urbanized area:
• More frequent express and local buses to regional job hubs
• Implement low cost traffic engineering solutions at identified arterial bottleneck locations
on transit routes
• Extend the transit network to/from major regional job hubs and inter-county transit services
• Adding more park-and-ride locations throughout the region
• Dedicate highway lanes to express buses and car pooling
• Develop more bike lanes and side walks to access major transit stations

NOACA Policies (Under Review)
Regarding the above recommended solutions, the potential planning policies currently under
discussion at NOACA’s policy committee are:
•
•
•
•
•

Support and prioritize transportation funding, especially transit expansion and
enhancements around major job hubs
Support and prioritize funding for multimodal accessibility to job hubs and connections to
transit services
Support regionalized transit system – inter county transit routes and expansion of parkand-ride system
Encourage efficient mixed-use development
Implement mobility-accessibility study for any current and potential employment centers
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MAIN TRANSIT CORRIDORS AND FIRST-/ LAST-MILE CONNECTIVITY

Corridors with higher residential and employment densities are the backbone of the transit
network. Rapid transit is most viable at densities of at least 30 units per acre or 50 to 75 employees
per acre. To compare, the minimum density for on-street bus service is about 6 to 8 units per
acre. Interested municipalities in the urban core can support the transit system by ensuring
sufficient densities that permit the operation of transit services. Another important factor in
increasing transit ridership is connectivity. As discussed in Chapter 9, the “first mile” and “last
mile” bus services connected to the main transit corridors are the missing links in providing a
complete transit connectivity from riders’ actual origins to their destinations. Autonomous shuttle
buses contribute not only the local demand but also complete the connectivity of transit services
running through the main corridors. With new technology, some companies offer automated ondemand bus shuttle services that operate similar to taxi services. Exploring these technologies
for Northeast Ohio can be a viable option to connect residents to nearby rapid transit stops and
job hubs. Furthermore, investment in bike sharing infrastructure as well as separate bike lanes
within a 2 mile radius of job hubs and rapid transit stops will enable additional mobility of residents
in the region.

Table 12: “Top 10” priority corridors for transit
Street Name

From

To

Rank

Superior Avenue (US 6)

th

West 9 Street

East 55 Street

1

West 25th Street (US 42)

I-90 (Potter Ct)

Detroit Avenue

2

Euclid Avenue

East 79 Street

East 123 Street

3

Euclid Avenue

Superior Avenue

East 79 Street

4

Clifton Road /W. Shoreway /
Superior Avenue
Pearl Road / West 25th Street
(US 42)
East 9th Street

Lake Avenue

West 9th Street

5

Broadview
Avenue I-90 (Potter Ct)
(Brookside Park Dr.)
State Route 2
Ontario Street

6

Euclid Avenue

East 123 Street

Noble Road

8

East 55 Street

9

East 55th Street

10

th

rd

Broadway Road (State Route Orange Avenue
14)
Ontario Road/ Orange Avenue Euclid Avenue
/ Woodland Road (US 42)

45

th

rd

th

th

7

Figure 24: Locations of the “Top 10” priority corridors for transit
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TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT

In 2019, NOACA developed a Transit Asset Management Plan in collaboration with the transit
agencies in Lake, Lorain and Medina Counties. Together, the three counties cover a population
area of about 703,729 people (US Census, 2010). Laketran is Lake County's public transportation
system providing the following services: six in-county local routes, four commuter park-and-ride
routes to Cleveland, and door-to-door dial-a-ride. Laketran maintains a total of 123 revenue
vehicles and reported a 2017 ridership of over 750,000. The second plan participant, Medina
County Public Transit, serves Medina County residents providing 84,672 demand response trips,
22,048 Medina loop trips, and 654,897 total vehicle miles in 2012. Medina County Transit
maintains a total of 23 revenue vehicles. Finally, Lorain County Transit serves Lorain County
residents. The agency maintains a revenue fleet of 13 vehicles serving an average of 120
passengers per day. In 2016, Lorain County Transit recorded a fixed-route ridership of 30,271.
The plan covers the four year period between 2019 and 2022, and contains the following
elements: (i) an asset inventory, (ii) a condition assessment of assets for which the group plan
participants have direct capital responsibility, (iii) an investment prioritization list, and (iv)
documentation of the analytical processes and decision support tools used in the plan
development.
Table 13: Transit Asset Management Plan
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VISIONARY RAIL NETWORK PHASING STUDY

Scenarios 3 and 4 included the “Modified Intermediate” phase (Figure 25) of the expansion of the
rail network to provide an alternative mode transportation for inter-county connectivity. The
“Intermediate” phase of the visionary future rail network will extended the current 34 miles of rail
to 135 miles and the number of stations will increase from 49 to 111. The length of the “Final”
phase of the visionary rail network will be 205 miles including 186 stations.
Expanding rail services can occur in multiple phases. At this point, no rail expansion projects can
be included in the fiscally constrained portion of the long-range plan. However, the fiscally
constrained part of the plan does include a feasibility study to phase future rail extension based
on different alignment and technology options. The Visionary Rail Network Phasing Study will
develop a 30-year phased plan to prioritize the proposed corridors based on an assessment of
alternative route alignments and technologies for each corridor. For instance, job hubs could
initially be served by bus rapid transit that operate along the highways in HOV lanes. As demand
grows for these routes, investment in rapid transit rail becomes increasingly necessary. Multiple
technologies (light rail, heavy rail, or fully-automated light rail system) should be explored for the
feasibility study. Each alternative for each corridor should be evaluated along multiple accounts
to determine a preferred alternative.
Figure 25: Intermediate Phase of the Visionary Rail Network
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4.5 Highlights: Evolution of future infrastructure and technologies
(Emerging Technology)
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS

As projected in Chapter 9, there will be about 144,000 Electric vehicles in the NOACA region by
2050. Evaluating a future with 144,000 electric vehicles (EVs) on the roads in the NOACA region
by 2050, includes estimating the potential benefits for air quality. As noted in Chapter 8, EVs have
no tailpipes and therefore do not emit any exhaust emissions into the environment. According to
an analysis from NOACA staff, including 144,000 EVs in the passenger vehicle fleet for Northeast
Ohio will reduce emissions of GHGs, NOx, VOCs, and SO2 by roughly 8.4% in 2050. 14 Though
some of these reductions may be offset by emissions from electricity generation, the benefits will
remain. EVs also present a complex environmental justice issue. As discussed in Chapters 8, 9,
and 11 policies that target EV subsidies and charging infrastructure to low-income communities
of color may go a long way towards enhancing the environmental justice benefits from EVs in
Northeast Ohio.

Figure 26: Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

CONNECTED AND AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Over a century ago, automobiles or horseless carriages were a revolutionary transportation
option. Their deployment altered land use and travel patterns and drove the development of
transportation infrastructure, policies, and regulations. Today it is Connected and Automated
Vehicles (CAVs) that are poised to bring the next wave of changes to the transportation system
in conjunction with related developments in vehicle electrification, shared mobility, and the
emergence of new mode options such as electric scooters.
Connected vehicles are connected through interoperable wireless communications to other
vehicles (V2V), transportation infrastructure (V2I), and to everything (V2X).
Automated vehicles use on-board and remote hardware and software to perform driving
functions. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has adopted six
automation levels: Level Zero: No Automation, Level One: Driver Assistance, Level Two: Partial
Automation, Level Three: Conditional Automation, Level Four: High Automation, Level Five: Full
Automation, which is projected to be achieved by the 2050 horizon year the LRP.
14

NOACA estimates using U.S. EPA’s Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator, version 2014a (MOVES2014a).
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ILLUSTRATIVE PROJECT: HYPERLOOP

The Hyperloop is an entirely new mode of transportation. Creating a corridor, and eventually a
network, for ultra high-speed transportation between remote regional hubs will enhance
opportunity and economic mobility throughout the region. The Hyperloop will have
transformational impacts to the communities it serves. The Feasibility Study for the Great Lakes
Hyperloop revealed positive financial and cost benefit results creating a strong case for
developing the corridor connecting Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh as a passenger and freight
system. The feasibility study assessed the technical and financial feasibility for the environmental,
financial, operational, and structural requirements to create a Hyperloop Transportation System.
The feasibility study also addressed the requirements for building and achieving optimal alignment
of the system, siting requirements for location of major structures, assessing the constraints on
alignment of the system, integrating the Hyperloop transportation system with existing
transportation infrastructure, and identifying issues with construction of the optimized system. As
a result of these positive findings the Preliminary Development phase becomes the next
necessary step forward in the project development process.

Figure 27: Hyperloop connecting Pittsburgh to Cleveland to Chicago – potential routes
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Cleveland to Chicago represents a natural convergence of major interstate travel routes: I-80 from
New York City, NY and I-90 from Boston, MA both come together at Cleveland and share the
corridor to Chicago. I-76 feeds directly into I-80 from the east adding direct connections from
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, D.C. This geography naturally funnels traffic
from the entire East Coast via Cleveland towards Chicago and beyond. As such, it is clear that a
Cleveland to Chicago Hyperloop will develop into a critical component of a national Hyperloop
network. Since a Cleveland to Chicago link is essential for making so many connections, this
would be an excellent place to begin developing a national Hyperloop network.

Table 14: Potential socioeconomic and tax benefits
Time Frame
Socioeconomic Benefit
2025 - 2050
Employment
2025 - 2050
Income
2025 - 2050
Property Value
2025 - 2050
2025 - 2050
2025 - 2050
*Great Lakes Feasibility Study

Tax Benefit

Impact (Increase)*
931,745 persons per year
$47,577 M
$74,842 M
Local Income Tax
$2,021 M
Federal Income Tax $9,401 M
Property Tax
$1,273 M
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5. Funding eNEO 2050 to support an equitable Northeast
Ohio

eNEO 2050 identifies and prioritizes projects and strategies to maintain, enhance, and expand
the region’s multimodal transportation network through the year 2050. The purpose of the
financial plan is to demonstrate that eNEO2050 is implementable and fiscally constrained. This
means projects and strategies contained in the transportation plan (Chapter 11) cannot exceed
the amount of funding “reasonably expected to be available” during the life of the plan. The
projects included in Chapter 11 may also include visionary, or illustrative, projects that are cost
prohibitive for adoption in the constrained list of projects. Nevertheless, the illustrative projects
may even be critical to achieve the eNEO 2050 vision. These projects may advance if funding
becomes available and if the projects align with NOACA planning requirements during the life of
the Plan.
Federal, state, and local generated revenue sources make up the majority of funding to support
transportation system projects in the Plan. The financial resources projected to be available for
the eNEO2050 planning horizon come from the various federal, state, and local funding sources
explored in previous sections of this chapter. NOACA does not control all the funding that is
contained in eNEO 2050, in fact, NOACA only controls a portion of the funding. NOACA
recognizes the need for increased revenue to support the maintenance and enhancement of the
state and regional transportation system. The following list provides an overview of the project
types that are included in the constrained list of eNEO 2050:
1. Roadway:
a. Roadway Preservation – Projects that preserve pavement and bridge conditions
b. Roadway Enhancement – Traditional projects that improve operations and safety
for all modes
c. Roadway Expansion – Projects that add significant capacity, including new
roadways and interchanges and major roadway widening
2. Nonmotorized:
a. Bicycle Facilities – Projects that improve infrastructure and promote safe bike
travel on the existing roadway network, including off-road multiuse pathways and
on-road facilities such as separated bike lanes and sharrows
b. Pedestrian Facilities – Projects that connect gaps in the sidewalk network to
increase accessibility and improve safety
3. Transit:
a. Transit Preservation – Projects that preserve vehicle and non-vehicle capital
assets in a state of good repair
b. Transit Expansion – Projects that add new transit infrastructure to extend service
to areas of the region that are underserved
4. Emerging Technology:
a. Emerging technology projects that include ”smart” roadway features, alternate
fuels and vehicle automation (i.e., shuttles, cars, trucks)
b. For the purposes of the Plan, staff allocated Emerging Technology projects to
Roadway, Nonmotorized, and Transit as there is no dedicated revenue source for
only technology projects.
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Table 15 shows the projects that are in the constrained plan that support this Vision for an
equitable Northeast Ohio.
Table 15: Projects in constraint eNEO 2050 plan

Scenario Projects

Original
Scenario

Roadway

Efficient and affordable highway system
Enhanced roadways for all users (part)
Implementing 2024 TIP Highway and Transit Projects

All Scenarios

Implementing Major Highway capacity Projects
Adding Harper Road, Jackson Street, Miller Road, and
Granger Road Interchanges
Reducing Highway Bottlenecks
Regulating Flow of Traffic Entering Freeways by
Adding Ramp Meters
Reinvigorating Arterial Network
Maintain Pavement Conditions with average of PCR =
75
Maintain Bridges in Good or Fair Conditions
Addressing Location-specific Safety issues in order to
Reduce Traffic Fatalities

2
2
2
2
2

All Scenarios

Non-motorized

Enhanced roadways for all users (part)
Creating Walk and Bike Access from EJ Areas to
Transit Network
Creating Walk and Bike Connections from Major
Transit Hubs to Major Job Hubs
Creating Walk and Bike Access from Major Residential
Areas to Transit Network
Implement Smart Pedestrian Crossings

Transit

3
3&4
4
All Scenarios

Excellent transit system that connects people to jobs
Implementing Future Transit Agencies' Bus/BRT
Routes
Conduct feasibility studies and/or Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for achieving the visionary rail
scenario and Great Lakes Hyperloop
Maintain Transit Vehicles in the Good State in the end
of each Decade
Maintain Transit Vehicles Serving the EJ Areas in the
Good State all the times

3&4
3&4
2
2

Emerging Technologies in Transportation

Evolution of future infrastructure and technologies
Installing EV Charging Ports
Adding POD and Shuttle CAV Services from Major
Transit Hubs to Major Job Hubs
Installing Extra EV Charging Ports
Allocating Selected Smart Freeway and Arterial Lanes
to Autonomous Vehicles

All Scenarios
3&4
4
4
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Decades
2020 2030

2030 2040

2040 2050

The total project costs included in the hybrid scenario total $13.415 billion USD, therefore fiscal
constraint requirements are satisfied. Comparing the baseline forecast to the constrained list of
projects (Table 16), it is important to note that dedicated sources of revenue to non-motorized
and transit are insufficient, while dedicated sources for roadway are in excess of project needs.
It is expected that a modest amount of available roadway funding will be utilized to supplement
non-motorized project needs as many of these projects are done in coordination with roadway
projects – i.e. bike lanes, sidewalks, and improvements to pedestrian crossings. It is expected
also that available roadway funding will be utilized to supplement transit project needs through
flex fund transfers of eligible federal funds, such as STBG and CMAQ.
Lastly, the Equitable Revenue Forecast (Table X) was developed to demonstrate what the
NOACA region should receive based on its share of statewide assets and populations, consistent
with the federal and state purpose of those funding allocations. Under the Equitable-Continued
Growth scenario, the NOACA region would expect to receive $17.243 billion, equating to $3.2
billion in additional funding over the Baseline Revenue Forecast. This funding would allow for all
of the $1.544 billion in Illustrative roadway and non-motorized projects to advance to the fiscally
constrained plan and/or contribute to phases of the $14.0 billion Illustrative transit rail expansion
project needs. As such, NOACA will continue to advocate for funding allocations to the region in
line with the Equitable Revenue Forecast.

Table 16: Baseline revenue forecast and projected expenditures for projects in eNEO 2050
Baseline revenue forecast
(2020$ B)

Constrained
eNEO 2050
Percent
of the
Total
NPV
(2020$)

Category

No (0%)

Continued
(2%)

High
(4%)

Net Present
Value (2020$
B)

Roadway

$10.053

$11.610

$14.134

$9.611

72%

Transit

$1.646

$2.079

$2.840

$2.812

21%

Nonmotorized

$0.271

$0.352

$0.469

$0.540

4%

Emerging
Tech
TOTAL

$0.452

N/A
$11.971

$14.041

$17.443
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$13.415

3%
100%

Table 17: Equitable revenue forecast
Equitable revenue forecast (2020$ B)
Category

No (0%)

Continued (2%)

High (4%)

Roadway

$12.418

$14.439

$17.353

Transit

$2.023

$2.451

$3.075

Nonmotorized

$0.271

$0.352

$0.469

TOTAL

$14.712

$17.243

$20.897

Figure 28: Funding allocated to projects in constrained eNEO 2050 by investment strategy
and by project category
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Figure 29: Major projects included in constrained eNEO 2050

Table 18: Illustrative list of projects
Highlights
Hyperloop
Visionary Rail Expansion
Regional Lakefront Trail
Airport Access Improvements
Additional Interchanges
Community Proposed Roadway Expansion
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The federal requirements (23 CFR 450.324) for transportation plans require a list of major projects
proposed for implementation in the region during the Plan’s life. NOACA defines major projects
as those greater than $12 million that also meet the federal definition of a Regionally Significant
Project (23 CFR, Section 450.104), or projects not defined as exempt in EPA's transportation
conformity regulations (40 CFR part 93, subpart A). Figure 29 contains a map of major projects
contained in eNEO2050. Chapter 10, Table 10-11, contains a list of proposed major and minor
Illustrative projects included in eNEO 2050 that are pending review against NOACA planning
requirements and/or demonstration of fiscal constraint.
Fiscally constrained minor projects, or those that do not meet the definition of “major” (see above),
appear in the appendices as follows:

Appendix 10-1: List of all minor projects ranging in cost of $500,000 to $11,999,999. This list is
a comprehensive listing of all minor projects generated from NOACA pavement, bridge, and
nonmotorized plans and tools; and through the community and regional agency project
solicitation.
Appendix10-2: Maps of Transportation Asset Management road rehabilitation projects (annual)
Appendix 10-3: Map of eNEO2050 bicycle facilities projects
Appendix 10-4: Map of pedestrian facilities projects
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6. Conclusion

The preface of the Executive Summary ended with the statement: Reinvesting through the LRP
means reinvesting in Northeast Ohio and investing in EQUITY. And that is where the conclusion
starts.
As stated, for more than half a century, NOACA has brought together counties and municipalities
in the region to discuss issues of regional significance such as transportation, water, and air
quality. eNEO2050 embodies the importance, if not the magnitude, of the critical role NOACA
plays in the future of Northeast Ohio. The plan strives to satisfy both the nature of individual
communities and the collective strength they have when acting as a region. Transportation
investments, considering the physical location and type of transportation infrastructure, have a
profound potential to affect the region’s economy and quality of life for the foreseeable future. To
that end, it is critical to plan for long-term outcomes, recognizing that infrastructure investments
today will be the infrastructure assets of tomorrow. We need to respect and maintain the legacy
assets left to us by previous generations, and create new ones for the next generations.
There are many implications to this plan, but the most important one is bigger than the sum of its
parts. The legacy proposed by eNEO2050 is underscored by EQUITY as a guiding principle. It is
no longer good enough to propose plans, programs, projects and policies that have broad
benefits, but for only some in the region. Transportation impacts and serves land use, economic
development, housing and the environment. They are intertwined in so many ways.
Transportation defines access and mobility to everything; it is the difference between having a job
or not, getting health care or not, going to school or not, being part of the social fabric of a
community or not. It is also the difference between self sufficiency and dependency.
Transportation undergirds the promise of the American dream of a better life. To that end, we
must provide true access and mobility for ALL. We must plan and deliver a transportation system
that is EQUITABLE. eNEO 2050 is that plan. NOACA is extremely pleased to present this draft
version of “eNEO 2050 – Reinvest in Northeast Ohio. Invest in Equity” to the public.
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